Model-Based
including a commercial e-health solution. // THE CHALLENGE OF writing, de ploying, and evolving software for the Internet of Things (IoT) is often underestimated. 1 From a software engineering viewpoint, IoT applica tions have two main characteristics. The first is distribution over a large range of processing nodes. The sec ond is high heterogeneity of the processing nodes and the protocols used between them. A rich collection of software engineering literature ex ists for each characteristic. However, not much research has addressed the combination of the two, which pre sents three specific challenges.
First, in large IoT applications, distribution occurs across many heterogeneous nodes, which play dif ferent complementary roles to pro cess data close to the sources and re spond in a decentralized way. Most research in distributed systems, telecommunications, or even sen sor networks has focused on scaling to very high numbers of nodes but has dealt with only a few types and roles among those nodes (for exam ple, clientserver, peer tracker, sen sor gateway server, and so on). 2 This homogeneity keeps the software complexity manageable because it allows developing and deploying similar code on large sets of nodes. But this isn't the case with IoT soft ware, which must scale in not only the number of nodes but also the number of types of nodes and plat forms, from microcontrollers up to the cloud.
Second, for IoT systems to de liver their full potential, developers must leverage the diverse resources and decentralized computing power that heterogeneous nodes provide. Many tools and techniques hide this heterogeneity to enable developers to write applications that execute the same way on different platforms (OSs, web browsers, mobile devices, and so on). 3 In IoT applications, part of the heterogeneity isn't accidental and must remain explicit and ex ploitable by developers. This way, developers can, for example, take advantage of IoT nodes' deepsleep modes, which typically differ among platforms, to save power.
Third, in the IoT vision, applica tions are no longer isolated, propri etary silos of devices and software. 4 Rather, they must combine things readily available in the environment: some generic, some application specific, and some legacy things. So, IoT applications are meant to run on shared hardware, and developers should pay special attention to avoiding unwanted interactions between applications.
Consequently, industrializing IoT applications proves challenging at all development phases and requires teams of developers with a broad range of competences from electronics and microcontrollers to cloud and data mining. The ThingML (Internet of Things Modeling Language) approach aims to facilitate collaboration between service developers and platform experts so that together they can produce value-added IoTbased services. Over the past six years, this approach has been continuously evolved and applied to cases in different domains, including a commercial e-health application.
The ThingML Approach
Our approach is the result of an iterative process with industry partners and practitioners (see the sidebar), in which we have improved it on the basis of the collected feedback.
The ThingML approach comprises a modeling language, a set of tools, and a methodology. The language (ThingML) combines wellproven software-modeling constructs aligned with UML (statecharts and components), an imperative platformindependent action language, and constructs targeted at IoT applications. The tools include editors, transformations (for example, exporting to UML), and an advanced multiplatform code generation framework 5 that support multiple target programming languages. The methodology documents the development processes and tools used by both IoT service developers and platform experts. The language, tools, and methodologies are released as part of the open source HEADS IDE (heads -project.eu).
Modeling IoT software
The ThingML approach's first goal is to allow abstracting from the heterogeneous platforms and IoT devices to model the desired IoT system's architecture. In practice, platforms and devices, as well as the final distribution of software components, typically aren't known during the early design phases. The architecture model consists of components, ports, connectors, and asynchronous messages.
Once the general architecture is defined, our approach allows for specification of the components' business logic in a platformindependent way using statecharts and the action language. ThingML statecharts include composites, parallel regions, and history states. The state machines typically react to
A HISTORY OF THE THINGML APPROACH
The ThingML (Internet of Things Modeling Language) approach aims to transfer the promises of academic model-based software development to the industry. Over the past six years, three major iterations have shaped the ThingML language and tools.
The first iteration exploited existing UML tools. We developed a minimalistic language to describe sensor-based architectures and support integration of the code generated from commercial state-machine tools with existing APIs. The development (with the oil-and-gas industry) of a large sensor network was hindered by the difficulty of using a graphical specification (beyond toy examples), resource-constrained platforms' harsh coding requirements, and the importance of legacy and third-party components.
The second iteration introduced a textual syntax for the state machines together with a first-class action language. Three independent compilers targeted microcontrollers, Posix C, and Java, respectively. Developing a medical-rehabilitation robot in the CORBYS (Cognitive Control Framework for Robotic Systems; corbys. eu) project and a smart-home gateway in the Arrowhead project (arrowhead.eu) confirmed this textual language's utility. It also showed the limitations of having a fixed set of rather monolithic compilers, which had to be "hacked" to fulfil those projects' requirements.
A key lesson learned is that what ultimately matters is code. Model-based techniques should attempt not to replace or hide code but to support practitioners in producing the code they need, more systematically and more efficiently.
The third iteration, developed in the HEADS project (heads-project.eu), applies that lesson and is being practically implemented in two commercial products in the media and e-health domains. The project's main contribution is a code generation framework and an associated methodology to give practitioners full control of the code by letting them easily customize compilers for their needs. This third iteration also extends the ThingML language with additional concepts such as complex event processing and dynamic sessions (see the main article).
events corresponding to incoming messages on a component's port. The action language lets developers specify the guards, actions, variables, and functions in the component and lets the state machine send and receive messages on the component's port.
Facilitating Application Development
The ThingML approach also integrates three features that facilitate IoT application development. The rst is a mechanism to rapidly wrap existing libraries by blending ThingML code with target code. The second is complex event processing (CEP) to handle complex reactive patterns. The third is dynamic sessions to handle dynamically discovered sensors.
Blending ThingML and native code. A platform-independent speci cation is advantageous in early development stages and for certain components that don't depend directly on lowlevel system or hardware features. However, once developers choose a concrete platform, some components must be implemented ef ciently and must take advantage of the hardware features and any available suitable software library. To offer the required exibility, our approach allows arbitrarily blending model actions with target-language actions. Mechanisms allow easily sharing variables and implementing calls and callbacks in both directions. Figure 1 illustrates the implementation of a component linking to an existing JavaScript Z-Wave library. The blue code is plain JavaScript code in which we initialize the Z-Wave driver and register callbacks. We've woven ThingML code into these callbacks to emit ThingML events when the callbacks are invoked. This way, the gateway remains platformindependent, simply reacting to these plain ThingML events.
CEP. The IoT business logic typically reacts to streams of events from different sources and devices. In our experience, when this logic is implemented with traditional state machines (or directly in the target language), accidental complexity arises from buffering sets of events and combining events from different sources. CEP languages and libraries such as ReactiveX 6 provide declarative ways to specify how to process events from different streams and combine them into new event streams.
Our approach de nes CEP queries at the same level as state machines. Like a state machine, a CEP query processes a set of input messages and produces output messages. However, a CEP query's speci cation is fully declarative. The ThingML CEP includes operators to join and merge streams of messages and to process messages over windows, de ned by time or the number of messages. Later, we'll examine a CEP query from the e-health application we mentioned earlier.
Sessions. IoT gateway components dynamically handle connections and interactions with devices coming and going in the gateway's network. thing Gateway { /**implemented in a platform-independent way, see Figure 2 **/ } FIGURE 1. Platform-independent and platform-speci c components in ThingML. The blue code is plain JavaScript code in which we initialize the Z-Wave driver and register callbacks. These callbacks contain ThingML code to emit ThingML events when the callbacks are invoked.
Control ow Imports
Handling such dynamicity is similar to user sessions in web applications. To implement such behavior, we could have used ad hoc solutions. Instead, to provide a systematic solution and avoid memory management pitfalls, ThingML state machines employ sessions. A session is a dynamically instantiated parallel region, initialized with a copy of the context (set of properties) of its parent, at fork time. A session executes its own behavior (state machine, CEP, or functions), which can only access and modify its own context. The parent and sessions can communicate only through asynchronous messages, like any other component. A session terminates when it reaches a nal state. Later, we'll give an example of using sessions in the e-health application.
Generating Code for Heterogeneous Platforms
Our key lesson learned from applying model-based development with practitioners is that code matters. Whereas architects and managers are often more comfortable with models and systematic code generation, experienced developers typically are concerned with the quality, maintainability, and integration of code generated from models. All successful uses of the ThingML approach in nontrivial projects have required tailoring the code generators to t not only the target platform but also the project's coding styles, libraries, APIs, and legacy components.
To accommodate this reality, the ThingML code generation framework empowers developers to adapt and extend code generators to t the needs of their domain and projects. This framework consists of an abstract framework and a set of readymade code generators for three languages (C/C++, Java, and JavaScript) and several libraries and open platforms (Arduino, Raspberry Pi, Intel Edison, Linux, and so on). In an IoT application, ThingML components are distributed on different heterogeneous platforms for which different code generators are used. Speci c code generator plug-ins allow generating communication and message exchange between components on different platforms.
To allow ef cient customization of any part of the generated code, the framework is organized around 10 extension points, each generating a particular aspect of the source code. For example, one generates public APIs, whereas another generates a component's implementation. In an IoT system, each component can use a different combination of code generation plug-ins.
An important issue when using, extending, and customizing code generators is to ensure they all provide the same execution semantics for the ThingML constructs. To assist developers, a testing framework consisting of more than 100 test cases and a set of test harnesses (which can be extended for new target platforms) allows automatic diagnostics of any code generator. The testing framework generates code for all test cases, executing code on the target platforms, collecting the execution traces, and comparing them with a set of reference traces.
In practice, customizations can range from simple tweaks of an existing generator to full development of a generator for a new platform and target programming language. Following are three examples together with the approximate effort required.
First, customizing a given actionfor example, having ThingML print to save logs in a le rather than display text in the console-takes 5 to 50 LOC.
Another common customization is to change how the generated projects are structured and built-for example, changing from the default Maven to Gradle to manage and build Java projects. This takes approximately 100 LOC.
Finally, in a slightly more complex customization, the framework allows building plug-ins to handle message exchange between components on different platforms. For example, enabling any Java component to communicate with any C component through MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) takes approximately 800 LOCapproximately 400 LOC for Java and 400 LOC for C. Of those 400 LOC, roughly half handle message marshaling and unmarshaling; the other half handle transporting the payload using an MQTT library. By default, a binary serialization 7 and a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) serialization are available for the supported languages, as well as MQTT, WebSocket, and serial transport protocols.
Implementing a compiler from scratch, without reusing existing plugins, requires approximately 10,000 LOC. This task isn't straightforward but is still accessible to most developers, or at least companies.
Developing an E-Health Fall Detection System
Tellu is a Norwegian IT company that developed SmartTracker, an IoT platform that lets users register sensors, store data, and de ne business rules using JBoss Drools rules executed in cloud servers. Commercial applications include geofencing and monitoring of goods and persons. Although such a centralized approach has been successful in certain domains, Tellu realized its limitations when developing e-health services, which require high-throughput data, low latency, and time-critical, reliable reactions. In this context, the business logic must be distributed throughout the IoT infrastructure to build a safe-and-sound system that doesn't need to rely on Internet connectivity or cloud services for critical functionality.
The core of Tellu's e-health solution is an air-pressure-based fall detection system. This system outperforms its competitors, which use wearable inertial sensors. However, in addition to a wearable sensor, the system requires a cluster of stationary pressure sensors in the environment. 8 This extra infrastructure also provides an accurate indoor positioning system that can trigger home automation tasks, such as turning lights on in a room without needing a motion sensor. The application's logic and software must be tuned to individual homes, patients, and devices.
The stationary sensors detect falls in a decentralized way on the basis of processed data sent by the wearable sensor over BLE (Bluetooth low energy, also called Bluetooth Smart). The stationary sensors are connected to a Wi-Fi network, allowing peer-to-peer communication for fall detection and communication with a gateway using an MQTT broker.
Tellu uses ThingML to implement the logic on the sensors and gateway. Figure 2 presents an overview of the infrastructure and deployment in a home and an excerpt of the state machine deployed in the gateway.
The system comprises more than 25 ThingML components running on four types of embedded nodes: • a MIPS-based proprietary gateway for the production-ready system.
Regarding protocols, the system relies mostly on BLE, MQTT (over Wi-Fi and Ethernet), and Z-Wave.
To manage the dynamic device discovery and management, the gateway uses sessions (see Figure 2) . When the system discovers a new device (Z-Wave?nodeAdded), the gateway forks a device session (fork device), with an up-to-date ID, that will handle the device-related messages.
The sensors leverage CEP to elegantly implement and easily tune the pressure compensation algorithm required for precise measurements (see Figure 3) . The stream is triggered when the system receives a raw temperature and raw pressure at the same time. To customize the time interval during which two events can be joined, users can enter an annotation. The stream also merges the last three compensated pressures, which it actually produces. To compute the actual compensated pressure, the compensate function applies a polynomial function of the buffer of the last compensated values and the current pressure and temperature.
Although Tellu's e-health system is still under development, the ThingML approach has already provided four key bene ts. First, ThingML components, and the strict asynchronous message-passing communication semantics, force the system to elicit all interactions between components. This greatly facilitates system integration and testing because it's now simple to mock components.
Second, much of the technical code dealing with buffer and timer allocation and management, which had been expressed in ThingML or the target language, was simply removed from the models and delegated to the compilers after we introduced CEP and sessions.
Third, the ThingML approach has greatly facilitated the transition from prototyping to production. As we mentioned before, instead of the initial Raspberry Pi-based home gateway, the system now uses a proprietary MIPS-based gateway. Even though this gateway contains some platform-speci c parts (see Figure 1 ), migration to a new platform is straightforward because all platform-speci c references are explicit in the ThingML model. For a software company such as Tellu, this ability to rapidly change platforms is important to avoid being locked into any hardware solution.
Finally, developers can support their own target platforms and protocols by both wrapping existing libraries in ThingML and customizing the code generators using the ThingML framework, including support for the ARM Cortex M3 microcontroller.
T
he development of Tellu's e-health system is a good example of the process and problems involved in developing commercial IoT systems: heterogeneity, resource constraints, distribution, reliability and privacy requirements, and hardware and software codevelopment. In this context, the ThingML approach is a rst step toward managing system complexity and the jungle of underlying IoT platforms. Our experience applying our approach to e-health as well as robotics, sensor networks, media, and home automation shows that it works in practice and bene ts practitioners.
Nevertheless, important software engineering challenges remain, particularly regarding software deployment and updates and reliable, predictable sharing of computational resources and devices among IoT applications. In the context of cloud computing, approaches such as Docker (www.docker.com) 9 or LXC (Linux containers) allow containerizing components and applications to handle their deployment and "sandbox" their execution on mutualized servers. In terms of the IoT, Docker and LXC have been ported to platforms as constrained as the Raspberry Pi, 10 making it available on the intermediate IoT nodes. 
FOCUS: SOFTWARE ENGINEERING FOR THE INTERNET OF THINGS
However, different approaches are needed for smaller IoT nodes. For constrained platforms, scheduling algorithms to handle mixedcriticality systems 11 could provide a baseline for the predictable execution of competing processes. Models offer an abstraction that can provide a sound, ef cient basis for analyzing emergent behaviors.
